WOW LEARNING RESOURCES KS2/ P4-7

TRACTOR - HOW DOES A
TRACTOR DO ITS JOB?
SEPTEMBER 2018
OUTCOMES
I can describe how a tractor is uniquely designed to do a range of jobs on the farm.

INTRODUCTION
Show the pupils the photograph of a tractor and talk about how it helps the farmer
throughout the year. At planting time, for example, it pulls a plough to get the field
ready for planting, then it pulls a seed drill to plant the seeds efficiently. It can also help
to spray insecticide or fertiliser and, while a combine harvester may harvest the crops,
the tractor helps with baling hay and straw. As a class, talk about how the tractor is
designed to do all these jobs.

ACTIVITY STEPS
This activity will get the children to think about how tractors are designed for a range of
farm jobs:
1. Begin by getting pupils to look at the tractor’s large wheels with a deep tyre tread,
the way the driver sits up high and can see what is going on around them and how
strong the tractor is. Can the class imagine trying to do these jobs with an ordinary car?
2. Go on a walk around the local area and encourage pupils to have a look at the
wheels on various vehicles and how they are suited to the vehicle and terrain. Get the
class to look out for tractors, as well as buses, lorries, mopeds and scooters.

RESOURCES

CURRICULUM LINKS

-Photograph of a tractor

England: Design and Technology
Wales: Design and Technology
(Science and Technology)
Scotland: Technologies

Require these learning resources in Welsh? email wales@livingstreets.org.uk
Living Streets does not take responsibility or endorse the content on any external sites that may
be referred to in these resources.

WOW LEARNING RESOURCES KS2/ P4-7

TRACTOR - HOW DOES A
TRACTOR DO ITS JOB?
SEPTEMBER 2018
ACTIVITY STEPS (continued)
3. Encourage pupils to look at the number of wheels on these vehicles. For example,
some lorries and larger vehicles have more than four wheels, whilst scooters and mopeds
have two (although they might be lucky enough to spot a three-wheeled scooter).
4. Encourage them to observe how the larger wheels turn more slowly than the smaller
wheels. Why is that? What can they conclude about tractor wheels from this observation?
(The larger wheels and tyres help spread the weight of the tractor over a greater area and
stop it sinking into the mud.)
Remind pupils about road safety and that any observations should always be made from the
safety of the pavement, while observing the green cross code.

RESOURCES

CURRICULUM LINKS

-Photograph of a tractor

England: Design and Technology
Wales: Design and Technology
(Science and Technology)
Scotland: Technologies

Require these learning resources in Welsh? email wales@livingstreets.org.uk
Living Streets does not take responsibility or endorse the content on any external sites that may
be referred to in these resources.

WOW LEARNING RESOURCES KS2/ P4-7

PUMPKINS - DRAW YOUR
OWN PUMPKIN
OCTOBER 2018
OUTCOMES
I can use observational skills to draw a range of pumpkins and squashes.

INTRODUCTION
Look at the selection of pumpkins and squashes and observe the shapes and textures.
Discuss how they are members of the squash family and are fruits. Ask the class whether
anyone has eaten or grown squash. Cut open one of the fruits to observe the hard skin,
soft flesh and seeds inside.

ACTIVITY STEPS
The activity will encourage pupils to observe and sketch a range of pumpkins and
squashes:
1. Set some still life arrangements around the classroom so all pupils can see one,
including some whole and some cut up squashes. Ask the children to select drawing
materials as they will be creating their own still life artwork.
2. Ask the children to carefully observe the different shapes and sizes and how they
might show the textures using their drawing materials. Remind them to make the
pumpkins and squash big enough on the paper and use soft, feathery strokes to sketch
out the placement before adding in detail.
As Halloween approaches, encourage the children to look out for jack-o’-lanterns on the walk
to and from school.

RESOURCES

CURRICULUM LINKS

-A selection of pumpkins and squashes (mini
pumpkins, Turk’s Turban, spaghetti squash,
butternut squash)
-Sketch paper or sketch books
-Drawing material (pencils, pastels, charcoal)

England: Art and Design
Wales: Art and Design (Expressive Arts)
Scotland: Expressive Arts

Require these learning resources in Welsh? email wales@livingstreets.org.uk
Living Streets does not take responsibility or endorse the content on any external sites that may
be referred to in these resources.

WOW LEARNING RESOURCES KS2/ P4-7

FIREWORKS HOW TO: FIREWORKS
NOVEMBER 2018
OUTCOMES
I can describe the science behind fireworks.

INTRODUCTION
With the class, talk about how you can have different types of firework e.g. rockets
shoot up in the air and burst into showers of coloured sparks, Catherine wheels are
fixed and spin creating a circle of colourful sparks and Roman candles have short,
colourful explosions shooting up from the ground.

ACTIVITY STEPS
This activity will act as an introduction to how fireworks work:
1. Ask children to think about what fireworks they’ve seen, what shapes and colours
they saw and what noises they heard. Can they think about what makes a firework
work like that?
2. Explain how fireworks work i.e. they contain a fuse which ignites gunpowder
inside the firework which makes it explode (this might relate to history if they’ve
studied the Gunpowder Plot). Different metal combinations ignite to create the
showers of coloured sparks/ different metals glow in different colours when they
burn. Let pupils know that in secondary school, they will probably use a flame test in
chemistry to identify different metals and see what colour they burn.

RESOURCES

CURRICULUM LINKS

-Short film footage of fireworks
-Firework code

England: Science
Wales: Science (Science and Technology)
Scotland: Sciences

Require these learning resources in Welsh? email wales@livingstreets.org.uk
Living Streets does not take responsibility or endorse the content on any external sites that may
be referred to in these resources.

WOW LEARNING RESOURCES KS2/ P4-7

FIREWORKS HOW TO: FIREWORKS
NOVEMBER 2018
ACTIVITY STEPS (continued)
3. Draw a firework that is set up ready to launch on the whiteboard, label the five main
parts: stick, fuse, charge (or motor), effect and head. Split the children into five groups
and ask them to consider what each part of the firework does.
4. Discuss their ideas and ask the group what they think would happen if one part was
missing, would it still work?
If there is time, look at more videos that show how spectacular fireworks can be. Go over
the firework code together and remind pupils of safety around fireworks and sparklers.

RESOURCES

CURRICULUM LINKS

-Short film footage of fireworks
-Firework code

England: Science
Wales: Science (Science and Technology)
Scotland: Sciences

Require these learning resources in Welsh? email wales@livingstreets.org.uk
Living Streets does not take responsibility or endorse the content on any external sites that may
be referred to in these resources.

WOW LEARNING RESOURCES KS2/ P4-7

WELLIES WINTER IS COMING
DECEMBER 2018
OUTCOMES
I can describe the natural and built environment around the school and the changes
that take place, as winter approaches.

INTRODUCTION
Ask the children to bring in their wellies or outdoor shoes in preparation for a winter
welly walk in the local area. Talk about the way we dress in the winter and the sorts of
materials that are used to keep us warm and dry.

ACTIVITY STEPS
For this activity, you’ll be taking the pupils out on a walk around the area:
1. On the walk, encourage pupils to look out for signs of winter changes in the natural
world, such as leaves on the trees. Can they spot the difference between the
deciduous and evergreen trees and look for evidence of seeds and fruit?
2. Ask them to observe how the leaves begin to break down to provide nutrients for
the earth ready for new seeds and look for signs of how animals, birds and minibeasts
are preparing for winter. Now get them to compare to the built environment and how
humans interact differently with it as winter approaches. Ask the children to look at
how we use lighting, cover and protection, and observe the number of people out and
about - how they dress, travel etc.

RESOURCES

CURRICULUM LINKS

-Wellington boots (or sturdy outdoor shoes)
-Cameras
-Sketch pads
-Pencils

England: Science, Geography
Wales: Science (Science and
Technology), Geography (Humanities)
Scotland: Sciences, Social Studies

Require these learning resources in Welsh? email wales@livingstreets.org.uk
Living Streets does not take responsibility or endorse the content on any external sites that may
be referred to in these resources.

WOW LEARNING RESOURCES KS2/ P4-7

WELLIES WINTER IS COMING
DECEMBER 2018
ACTIVITY STEPS (continued)
3. Take photographs of the natural and built changes the class have spotted and
sketch tree shapes, so the children can try and identify them back in the classroom.
On their next walk to school, encourage the children to observe the sorts of materials in
people’s clothing to see which ones keep us warmest and driest. Does an umbrella keep us
drier than a cagoule? Do wellies or boots keep us warmer and drier than ordinary shoes?

RESOURCES

CURRICULUM LINKS

-Wellington boots (or sturdy outdoor shoes)
-Cameras
-Sketch pads
-Pencils

England: Science, Geography
Wales: Science (Science and
Technology), Geography (Humanities)
Scotland: Sciences, Social Studies

Require these learning resources in Welsh? email wales@livingstreets.org.uk
Living Streets does not take responsibility or endorse the content on any external sites that may
be referred to in these resources.

WOW LEARNING RESOURCES KS2/ P4-7

SNOWMEN - DESIGN
YOUR SNOWMAN CARD
JANUARY 2019
OUTCOMES
I can create a pen doodle drawing for a greeting card.

INTRODUCTION
Explain that in this activity you’re going to talk about snowmen – have the children ever
made one? Talk through the steps of rolling the snow and making a strong body, then
rolling and adding a head, they can then add clothes and features to make the
snowman unique.

ACTIVITY STEPS
In this activity, the children will be creating a doodle snowman for a greeting card:
1. Make sure the children know what a doodle is and demonstrate some small shapes,
squiggles, concentric circles, zig zags, letters and words.
2. Ask the children to sketch out their snowman shape on the paper or card in pencil.
The shape works best if it’s in three slightly over-lapping parts – a circle for the head,
another for the upper body and one for the lower body. Encourage children to add twig
arms, a hat and scarf and facial features, including an orange carrot nose.
3. Then, using the black pen, get them to fill the whole snowman with a variety of
doodles. They can go right up to the edge of the pencil lines but stress that they don’t
need to go over the lines in pen.
4. When the whole snowman body is filled (it might take a while!) get them to check the
ink has dried and then rub out the pencil lines. Encourage them to add some
snowflakes and silhouette trees in the background.

RESOURCES

CURRICULUM LINKS

-White paper (A5), or a plain postcard
-Black thin-nibbed pens, felt tips,
orange pencil or pen
-Drawing pencils and erasers

England: Art and Design
Wales: Art and Design (Expressive Arts)
Scotland: Expressive Arts

Require these learning resources in Welsh? email wales@livingstreets.org.uk
Living Streets does not take responsibility or endorse the content on any external sites that may
be referred to in these resources.

WOW LEARNING RESOURCES KS2/ P4-7

ROBIN - THE ROBIN
FEBRUARY 2019
OUTCOMES
I can memorise and perform a poem with other people.

INTRODUCTION
Talk about how robins are a sign of winter as they don’t migrate and are often seen in
winter time, even in the harshest weather. In medieval times, people gave animals and
birds human names which is why the redbreast is called robin. Other examples include
Jenny Wren and Bunny rabbit.

ACTIVITY STEPS
In this activity pupils will analyse the poem ‘The Robin’:
1. Begin by reading The Robin by Thomas Hardy. Hardy was an English novelist and
poet who often wrote about the countryside. Explain any new vocabulary and talk about
the imagery of the poem.
2. Give one verse to small groups of children (or split each verse into three sets of two
lines) and ask the children to read their section in their group aloud and to work
together to add in dynamics (loud and soft), tempo (fast and slow) and expression to
make the poem come alive. They might even add in actions. Once they are happy with
how their section sounds, they can try and memorise it.

RESOURCES

CURRICULUM LINKS

-Copy of Thomas Hardy’s ‘The Robin’

England: English
Wales: English (Languages, Literacy and
Communication)
Scotland: Languages

Require these learning resources in Welsh? email wales@livingstreets.org.uk
Living Streets does not take responsibility or endorse the content on any external sites that may
be referred to in these resources.

WOW LEARNING RESOURCES KS2/ P4-7

ROBIN - THE ROBIN
FEBRUARY 2019
ACTIVITY STEPS (CONTINUED)
3. Ask each group to perform their sections to create the whole poem and
discuss how it sounded. Did the group keep together? Did they memorise their
words? Did they use expression to bring the poem to life? If there’s time,
practise again and perform the poem to the rest of the school, or year group.
Get the class to look out for a robin on their walk to and from school.

THE ROBIN

..CONTINUED

When up aloft
I fly and fly,
I see in pools
The shining sky,
And a happy bird
Am I, am I!
When I descend
Toward the brink
I stand and look
And stop and drink
And bathe my wings,
And chink, and prink.

When winter frost
Makes earth as steel,
I search and search
But find no meal,
And most unhappy
Then I feel.
But when it lasts,
And snows still fall,
I get to feel
No grief at all
For I turn to a cold, stiff
Feathery ball!

RESOURCES

CURRICULUM LINKS

-Copy of Thomas Hardy’s ‘The Robin’

England: English
Wales: English (Languages, Literacy and
Communication)
Scotland: Languages

Require these learning resources in Welsh? email wales@livingstreets.org.uk
Living Streets does not take responsibility or endorse the content on any external sites that may
be referred to in these resources.

WOW LEARNING RESOURCES KS2/ P4-7

LAMBS - A SCHOOL
WOOL HUNT
MARCH 2019
OUTCOMES
I can identify a range of items made from lambswool.

INTRODUCTION
Explain that lambs are being born all over the UK at this time of year. If you’re in a
rural or semi-rural area children might have seen lambs in the fields and watched
them growing. Apart from meat, lambs and sheep provide us with wool. Lambswool
is the softest and comes from lambs when they are around seven months old.

ACTIVITY STEPS
In this activity the class will explore the various uses of wool:
1. Look at the wool items together and talk about the texture and feel of them. In the
past, many more items were made of wool, but as synthetic fabrics and materials
have been developed they are used more frequently instead. As an example, in the
past people would have worn wool gloves, hats and coats in extreme cold conditions
whereas now synthetic materials like polar fleece and coated fabrics give the best
protection.
2. Ask the children to suggest where they might find wool items around school and
to try to find some. Think outerwear, dolls’ clothes and rugs. Check labels to see if
any scarves, gloves and hats in the classroom have wool content.
Encourage the children to continue the hunt for woollen items when they get home and to
share their findings with the class.

RESOURCES

CURRICULUM LINKS

-A selection of items made from
wool, such as clothing
-A ball of wool

England: Science
Wales: Science (Science and Technology)
Scotland: Sciences

Require these learning resources in Welsh? email wales@livingstreets.org.uk
Living Streets does not take responsibility or endorse the content on any external sites that may
be referred to in these resources.

WOW LEARNING RESOURCES KS2/ P4-7

WILDFLOWERS FLOWERS IN THE WILD
APRIL 2019
OUTCOMES
I can make an observational drawing of wildflowers found in the local area.

INTRODUCTION
Explain that you will be going on a walk to spot wildflowers in the local area. The best
places to look are around tree bases, near railways and on common ground. There are
plenty to be found whether you’re in the town or the countryside. Remind children it’s
best not to pick wildflowers as some are protected under the Wildlife and Countryside
Act, 1981, so instead they can photograph them safely, ready to draw in the classroom.

ACTIVITY STEPS
This activity will involve drawing some of the wildflowers you have found in the local area:
1. Back in the classroom, ask the children to study the photographs and observe the way
the leaves and petals grow. Look at and describe the shapes, textures and shades.
2. Ask the children to select their drawing tools and draw some of the flowers. They could
draw a variety of flowers in a bunch together. Artists sometimes draw things together even
if they’re not right there in front of them - this is called artistic license! Artist Canaletto was
famous for adding things into his paintings that weren’t there. The pictures can be made
into greetings card or the children might want to use watercolours to paint their drawings.
Find out the names of the flowers and ask the children to remember these. They can try to spot
where these flowers grow on the walk to and from school and teach someone else the names
along the way.

RESOURCES

CURRICULUM LINKS

-Cameras
-Drawing paper
-Watercolours

England: Art and Design
Wales: Art and Design (Expressive Arts)
Scotland: Expressive Arts

Require these learning resources in Welsh? email wales@livingstreets.org.uk
Living Streets does not take responsibility or endorse the content on any external sites that may
be referred to in these resources.

WOW LEARNING RESOURCES KS2/ P4-7

HORSES HORSES, NOW AND THEN
MAY 2019
OUTCOMES
I can describe how horses were used in the past and how machinery and technology
can do these jobs now.

INTRODUCTION
Talk about our relationships with horses nowadays. People ride horses for leisure and
exercise but there are still many working horses. Ask if anyone has ever seen a police
horse or horses being used in military events, like Trooping the Colour or the Edinburgh
Tattoo. In the past, horses were used in everyday life.

ACTIVITY STEPS
In this activity, children will explore our relationship with horses now, compared to the
past:
1. Ask the pupils to talk in pairs about the different jobs horses used to do, such as
travel and transport, farm work, deliveries and military use. What do we now use instead
of horses? What do the children think are the advantages and disadvantages between
using horses and modern vehicles? Think about cost, care and environmental impact.
2. Give small groups the two extracts from War Horse and Black Beauty and ask them
to read them and discuss the texts. They may need to look up some of the old
fashioned or technical language.

RESOURCES

CURRICULUM LINKS

-Extracts from War Horse and Black Beauty

England: English, History
Wales: English (Languages, Literacy and
Communication), History (Humanities)
Scotland: Languages, Social Studies

Require these learning resources in Welsh? email wales@livingstreets.org.uk
Living Streets does not take responsibility or endorse the content on any external sites that may
be referred to in these resources.

WOW LEARNING RESOURCES KS2/ P4-7

HORSES HORSES, NOW AND THEN
MAY 2019
ACTIVITY STEPS (CONTINUED)
3. As a class, talk about how the two texts are written from the horses’ points of view.
Have their ideas about working horses changed or stayed the same after reading these
extracts?
4. If the class has read or seen War Horse they could talk about all the different jobs
Joey had to do and how he was treated by his different owners.
On the walk to and from school, encourage pupils to look for evidence of stables in the local
area. If there are Victorian or Edwardian houses, they’ll often see stables that once housed
horses that have been converted into garages or outhouses. Sometimes they might see a
coach-house that housed horses below and the grooms in the living quarters upstairs. These
may have been converted into homes or offices.

RESOURCES

CURRICULUM LINKS

-Extracts from War Horse and Black Beauty

England: English, History
Wales: English (Languages, Literacy and
Communication), History (Humanities)
Scotland: Languages, Social Studies

Require these learning resources in Welsh? email wales@livingstreets.org.uk
Living Streets does not take responsibility or endorse the content on any external sites that may
be referred to in these resources.

WOW LEARNING RESOURCES KS2/ P4-7

HORSES HORSES, NOW AND THEN
MAY 2019
BLACK BEAUTY, EXTRACT FROM PART 1, CHAPTER 3: MY BREAKING IN
Every one may not know what breaking in is, therefore I will describe it. It means to
teach a horse to wear a saddle and bridle, and to carry on his back a man, woman or
child; to go just the way they wish, and to go quietly. Besides this he has to learn to
wear a collar, a crupper, and a breeching, and to stand still while they are put on; then
to have a cart or a chaise fixed behind, so that he cannot walk or trot without dragging it
after him; and he must go fast or slow, just as his driver wishes. He must never start at
what he sees, nor speak to other horses, nor bite, nor kick, nor have any will of his own;
but always do his master's will, even though he may be very tired or hungry; but the
worst of all is, when his harness is once on, he may neither jump for joy nor lie down for
weariness. So you see this breaking in is a great thing. I had of course long been used
to a halter and a headstall, and to be led about in the fields and lanes quietly, but now I
was to have a bit and bridle; my master gave me some oats as usual, and after a good
deal of coaxing he got the bit into my mouth, and the bridle fixed, but it was a nasty
thing! Those who have never had a bit in their mouths cannot think how bad it feels; a
great piece of cold hard steel as thick as a man's finger to be pushed into one's mouth,
between one's teeth, and over one's tongue, with the ends coming out at the corner of
your mouth, and held fast there by straps over your head, under your throat, round your
nose, and under your chin; so that no way in the world can you get rid of the nasty hard
thing; it is very bad! yes, very bad! at least I thought so; but I knew my mother always
wore one when she went out, and all horses did when they were grown up; and so,
what with the nice oats, and what with my master's pats, kind words, and gentle ways, I
got to wear my bit and bridle. Next came the saddle, but that was not half so bad; my
master put it on my back very gently, while old Daniel held my head; he then made the
girths fast under my body, patting and talking to me all the time; then I had a few oats,
then a little leading about; and this he did every day till I began to look for the oats and
the saddle. At length, one morning, my master got on my back and rode me round the
meadow on the soft grass. It certainly did feel queer; but I must say I felt rather proud to
carry my master, and as he continued to ride me a little every day I soon became
accustomed to it.

Living Streets does not take responsibility or endorse the content on any external sites that may
be referred to in these resources.

WOW LEARNING RESOURCES KS2/ P4-7

HORSES HORSES, NOW AND THEN
MAY 2019
WAR HORSE, EXTRACT FROM CHAPTER 2
That same morning, with the mists still clinging to the fields and linked side by side to
dear old Zoey in a collar that hung loose around my shoulders, I was led out on to Long
Close and my training as a farmhorse began. As we took the strain together for the first
time the collar rubbed at my skin and my feet sank deep into the soft ground with the
effort of it. Behind, Albert was shouting almost continuously, flashing a whip at me
whenever I hesitated or went off line, whenever he felt I was not giving it my best – and
he knew. This was a different Albert. Gone were the gentle words and the kindnesses of
the past. His voice had a harshness and a sharpness to it that would brook no refusal
on my part. Beside me old Zoey leant into her collar and pulled silently, head down,
digging in with her feet. For her sake and for my own sake, for Albert’s too, I leant my
weight into my collar and began to pull. I was to learn during that week the rudiments of
ploughing like a farm horse. Every muscle I had ached with the strain of it; but after a
night’s good rest stretched out in the stable I was fresh again and ready for work the
next morning. Each day as I progressed and we began to plough more as a team,
Albert used the whip less and less and spoke more gently to me again, until finally at
the end of the week I was sure I had all but regained his affection. Then one afternoon
after we had finished the headland around Long Close, he unhitched the plough and
put an arm around each of us. ‘It’s all right now, you’ve done it my beauties. You’ve
done it,’ he said. ‘I didn’t tell you, ’cos I didn’t want to put you off, but Father and
Farmer Easton have been watching us from the house this afternoon.’

Living Streets does not take responsibility or endorse the content on any external sites that may
be referred to in these resources.

WOW LEARNING RESOURCES KS2/ P4-7

URBAN PARK - IMAGINE
FUTURISTIC PLAY
JUNE 2019
OUTCOMES
I can design a piece of equipment incorporating modern technologies for a future park.

INTRODUCTION
Talk about the sort of equipment children might find to play with in a park, such as
swings, slides and trim trails. Maybe the park has outdoor gym equipment, basketball
hoops or goalposts for sports? The equipment design hasn’t changed very much for
many years but what if children were able to design a park using the latest technology,
so it becomes more up to date and not just for little children?

ACTIVITY STEPS
This activity will involve creative thinking about how a park of the future could look:
1. Discuss some ideas about how we use technology for recreation and how this could
be used in a park. Could tablets be incorporated into the play equipment so you can
revise or do homework while playing or exercising? What about using technology to
make equipment easier for wheelchair users? What if the equipment transformed into
other things at a voice command? Could goalposts emerge from the ground at the touch
of a button?
2. Ask the children to talk about their ideas in pairs and come up with an idea which they
can draw and label. Share all the ideas and create a giant park design.
Encourage the children on the walk to school or home, to look at the local parks and think
about how they might be improved, to make them more appealing to a wider range of users.

RESOURCES

CURRICULUM LINKS

-Imagination

England: Design and Technology
Wales: Design and Technology
(Science and Technology)
Scotland: Technologies

Require these learning resources in Welsh? email wales@livingstreets.org.uk
Living Streets does not take responsibility or endorse the content on any external sites that may
be referred to in these resources.

WOW LEARNING RESOURCES KS2/ P4-7

SEASIDE - TAKE A TRIP
BACK IN TIME
JULY 2019
OUTCOMES
I can describe a seaside holiday in the past.

INTRODUCTION
Talk about the seaside in the past – you could go back to the Victorian era where women
and men wore long bathing suits and changed in bathing machines. Or you could go
back to the 1950s where children had donkey rides and built sandcastles with their metal
buckets.

ACTIVITY STEPS
In this activity take the class back in time to consider what beach holidays were like then:
1. Pick an era and look at some photographs and film. Ask the children to imagine who
the people featured were and what they would be doing if they went back in time on a
seaside holiday. How would they travel there? Where would they stay? What would they
do?
2. With the class, look on a map to find the nearest seaside town – unless your school is
near the seaside already.
3. Ask the children to then write a postcard to a friend or relative in the role of their
chosen character from the past and to draw and colour a picture on the front of the card.
They could do one drawing or divide their card into sections and draw several views with
the name of the seaside town on the front.
4. Ask some of the children to read out their cards. What would be different if they wrote
their cards now? Perhaps they would send a text, voice or video message instead?

RESOURCES

CURRICULUM LINKS

-Pictures and film of the seaside in the past
-Plain postcards

England: History, English
Wales: History (Humanities), English
(Languages, Literacy and Communication)
Scotland: Social Studies, Languages

Require these learning resources in Welsh? email wales@livingstreets.org.uk
Living Streets does not take responsibility or endorse the content on any external sites that may
be referred to in these resources.

